YUAN CHENG  postdoc  824-9312  59312  CSM10-302
ZHENYU YUE  (Neurology)  Professor  824-8983  58983  CSM9-106
INSUP CHOI  Instructor  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
AOLIN GONG  volunteer  824-9146  59146  CSM9-201-NL
BIK Tzu Huang  student/PhD  824-9146  59146  CSM9-201-NL
EDWARD WICKSTEAD  postdoc  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
GEORGE HEATON  postdoc  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
HEESOO KIM  assoc rsch  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
HEONG KIM  assoc rsch  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
MARIANNA LIANG  student/PhD  824-9146  59146  CSM9-201-NL
RAVI GHOTRA  student/MS  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
XIANTING LI  assoc rsch  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
XIAOTING ZHOU  assoc rsch  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL
YUANXI ZHANG  assoc rsch  824-9147  59147  CSM9-201-NL

FRIEDMAN BRAIN INSTITUTE (HESS BUILDING)

CONFERENCE ROOM  824-8990  58990  CSM9-121
CONFERENCE ROOM  824-9315  59315  CSM10-101
CONFERENCE ROOM  824-9317  59317  CSM10-121
CONFERENCE ROOM  824-9316  59316  CSM10-122
FAX#:  CSM 9TH FL.  646-537-9583  CSM9-104
FAX#:  CSM 9TH FL.  646-537-9584  CSM9-120-1
FAX#:  CSM 10TH FL.  646-537-9598  CSM10-104
FAX#:  CSM 10TH FL.  646-537-9585  CSM10-120-1

*NEUROSCIENCE DEPARTMENT: PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR IMPORTANT LINKS AND RESOURCES: http://labs.neuroscience.mssm.edu

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION:

CHEMICAL OR HAZARDOUS WASTE SPILL  SECURITY  X60
SMOKE OR BURNING SMELL  FIRE SAFETY  X4FIRE

FIRE  FIRE SAFETY  X4FIRE

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  SECURITY  X60

GENERAL SAFETY INQUIRIES  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY  X4SAFE

For smoke/burning smells or fire emergencies, x4FIRE (Fire Safety) should be contacted first.
**List of external people (non Mount Sinai) interested in the Art of the Brain**

Diverse@artofthebrain@mssm.edu

**List of internal people interested in DiverseBrains**

DiverseBrains-internal@lists.mssm.edu

**List of external people interested in DiverseBrains**

DiverseBrains-external@lists.mssm.edu

---

### Hess Building Mailing Lists:

- Hess09 (hess09@mssm.edu)
- Faculty/PI’s on Hess 9th Floor
- Hess10 (hess10@mssm.edu)
- Faculty/PI’s on Hess 10th Floor
- Hessnon-pi (hessnon-pi@mssm.edu)

All non-PI staff & students on Hess 9th and 10th floors

---

### Icahn Building Mailing Lists:

- icahn09@lists.mssm.edu
  
  All faculty and staff in the Neuroscience Department that reside on the 9th floor of the Icahn Building
- icahn10@lists.mssm.edu
  
  All faculty and staff in the Neuroscience Department that reside on the 10th floor of the Icahn Building

---

### Lab Mailing Lists:

- ables-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Ables Lab mailing list
- benson-huntley-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Benson and Huntley Lab mailing list
- Blanchard Lab mailing list
- chen-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Cai Lab mailing list
- casacia-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Patrizia Casaccia Lab mailing list
- Castellano-lab@mssm.edu
- Castellano Lab mailing list
- goate-lab@mssm.edu
- Goate Lab mailing list
- goate-lab-dry (goate-lab-dry@lists.mssm.edu)
- Goate Dry Lab mailing list
- goate-lab-wet (goate-lab-wet@lists.mssm.edu)
- Goate Wet Lab mailing list
- highlight-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Highlight Lab mailing list
- hof-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Hof Lab mailing list
- hurdlaboratory@mssm.edu
- Hard Lab mailing list
- kenny-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Kenny Lab mailing list
- kiran-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Kiran Lab mailing list
- loeb-wet-lab-group@lists.mssm.edu
- Loeb Wet Lab Lab mailing list
- nestler-lab@nestler-lab@mssm.edu
- Nestler Lab mailing list
- maze-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Maze Lab mailing list
- mobbs-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Mobbs Lab mailing list
- rajlab@googlegroups.com
- Raj Lab mailing list
- rudebeck-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Rudebeck Lab mailing list
- ruso-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Russo Lab mailing list
- schiller-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Schiller Lab mailing list
- shuman-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Shuman Lab mailing list
- slesinger-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Slesinger Lab mailing list
- zacharion-lab@zacharion-lab@mssm.edu
- Zacharion Lab mailing list
- zou-friedel-lab@lists.mssm.edu
- Zou and Friedel Lab mailing list

---

### Misc. Mailing Lists:

- cognition-club@mssm.edu
  
  Cognition Club
- journalclub@journalclub@mssm.edu
  
  Journal Club